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Watch Our Promo Video Below

To See How It All Works! 
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Our cutting-edge virtual DJ system is designed to provide an immersive and engaging experience for your guests, creating an unforgettable atmosphere that keeps them coming back for more!



With Orange Door Music Video, you get the best of both worlds: the excitement and energy of a live DJ, combined with the versatility and flexibility of a digital signage system. 



The system features stunning visual effects and custom graphics, designed to take your guests on a visual journey that complements the music perfectly - just plug in and let the party begin!



Your guests will thank you, and your bottom line will too! 
							Looking for an innovative way to take your venue to the next level? 
							Look no further than Orange Door Music Video!  
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							INTERESTED IN YOU GUESSED IT? 
							CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE 
							AMERICA'S HOTTEST NEW

PUB STYLE TRIVIA SHOW 
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE & MUSIC VIDEO SYSTEM 
										We combine the power of music video & entertainment with digital signage to entertain, advertise and engage with your customers. 
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							COMPARE OUR VIDEO QUALITY 
TO OTHER SYSTEMS! 
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							WE HAVE DIGITALLY ENHANCED

OUR OLDER MUSIC VIDEO LIBRARY 

TO BRING IT UP TO DATE WITH TODAYS VIDEO RELEASE QUALITY 
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THE BEST MUSIC 
VIDEOS OF ALL TIME 
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							50,000+ Music Videos 
							Fast Cloud Based Delievery 
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							Digitally Remastered Content 
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Multiple Styles Of Hardware
 To Suit What You Need 
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							HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COMMERCIAL 
GRADE EQUIPMENT 
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Guests can fill their own glasses reducing demand on bar staff 
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							Significantly reduce the need for clean glassware 
							Our unique Chill Rod keeps the drinks colder for longer than ice 
							Bulk pricing available, while stocks last.
Get in touch to secure your order today! 
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							WE STOCK THE HOPR! 
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What Style Of Business Do You Operate?  
										We know every business is different. 


Choose from the below to give you further information on your style of business and how Orange Door can make you money. 
										[image: ] 
										Gym 
										Read more about what we can offer...  
										[image: ] 
										Casino 
										Streamline your entertainment and advertising... 
										[image: ] 
										Clubs 
										Read more about what we can offer...  
										[image: ] 
										Bar 
										Read more about what we can offer...  
										[image: ] 
										Cannabis Dispensary 
										The ultimate entertainment and advertising solution... 
										[image: ] 
										Retail Outlet 
										Total control of your marketing... 
										[image: ] 
										Bowling Alley 
										Entertainment and advertising made easy... 
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										Restaurant  
										Create the perfect atmosphere for your restaurant... 
										[image: ] 
										Chain / Corporate 
										Read more about what we can offer...  
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										Not only is Orange Door® great for business, it is also unbelievably fun and easy to operate. Music customization is a breeze and modifying the selections is simple and quick.



We saw improved business almost immediately after the installation of Orange Door®. Our bar patrons are staying longer and spending more money. In addition, guests are socializing with each other more as they comment on and discuss the songs and videos playing on the Orange Door system.



We were so impressed with the system that we just purchased 4 more units for our casino and our famous N9ne Steakhouse. 
										Todd Greenberg 
										Company CEO 
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										After years of switching between many different modalities to provide our music such as jukeboxes and Internet radio subscriptions, Orange Door® is now used in all 15 of our locations as our sole music and video provider. The console is very user friendly and intuitive: You could teach yourself to use it in mere minutes. The variety and selection is unparalleled to any other system we have used. We have been using it for over a year and I have yet to hear a repeated song throughout a work day.



The videos and sound are great quality and provide a professional, seamless experience. We love the option to advertise our brands specials in between the videos. Orange Door®'s unique software has allowed us to tailor our music to fit our company standards and branding company wide in a cost-effective and time efficient manner. The personalized customer service is also stellar! 
										Michael Bezerra 
										Owner Cabo Cantina 
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										Going into our 6th month and could not be happier! We've used other video systems in the past and must say Orange Door® Music Video is the best system we have used. The selection of music videos is very vast and the quality of the videos are the best we've seen.
 
There are so many extras that come in handy each night that make our club stand out. With the ability to say happy birthday or our Twitter feed on a scrolling banner on our TV screens, to the sound effects. The system is very easy to use and customer support is very fast if needed. 
										Ryan O’leary 
										Managing Partner The Double Deuce | San Diego, CA 
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										Orange Door® is by far one of the greatest additions to our business. It has provided us with a great deal of flexibility in how we set up our promotions. The vast music video library allows us to always keep the playlists fresh and most importantly, our customers absolutely love it. 

The software interface is user friendly and easy to understand. It's nice to know that no matter what type of promotion we're running, we have the appropriate music. I will never have to rely on a DJ or band again. 
										Brian Duarte 
										Owner Smokin Joes Pub | Sarasota, FL 
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										When I first saw the Orange Door® system I thought it would be just like every other music video system that my company had used before. After talking to Chris and him explaining the functionality and everything that comes with it, I was sold. 

The DJ's at my club love the system and the monthly music updates, along with how easy it is to get ahold of the guys over there whenever we need something uploaded into the system. I'd like to thank everyone at Orange Door Music Video again for how prompt you guys have been with anything we've needed. Thanks a lot! 
										Kyle Frutiger 
										Manager The Library Gentlemens Club | OC & Redlands, CA 
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										Orange Door® has helped us expand our variety in music selection and capabilities beyond anything we had previously used. The vast selection of music and videos has allowed us to connect and better interact with an ever expanding clientele in all of our locations. Since the introduction of Orange Door® Music Video into Jake n Joes Sports Grille, we are the talk of the town! 
										Adam Costain 
										Marketing Manager Jake n Joes Sports Grille 
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										We are a new bar restaurant concept that has opened 3 stores to date. When we compared Orange Door® to the system we were using we were very impressed with Orange Door®'s video quality, in particular the older music video content. So much so we decided to switch to Orange Door®. The customer service at Orange Door® is excellent. Our sales rep Chris has accomplished all of our requests and even had a custom playlist made for us. We will be using Orange Door® in all of our new locations. 
										Daniel Evans 
										Franchising/Licensing & Business Development Rock n Brews | El Segundo, CA 
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										I'm an operator at Promenade Bar, Grill and Sushi and we currently have two locations, one in Long Island New York and our newest location in Manhattan Murray Hill Third Avenue between 25th and 26 street in NYC. We started using Orange Door® Music Video a few months ago at the Long Island location and I can't tell you how thrilled we are to have Orange Door® as a part of our business. We have found so many creative ways to utilize Orange Door® and it's amazing set up to help us benefit and keep customers in our sports bar longer.



Not only does Orange Door® help us keep customers longer but we also now have the option of selling theme parties. For example if one of our customers wants to have an 80's theme party I can sell this to them and easily create a specific playlist of music videos so they can have their 80's party right at our bar and restaurant. Also I've saved tons and tons of money from hiring DJ's because I can now create my own playlists and find whatever music I want on the go with ease, so no longer do I have to spend $250.00 a night for a DJ that's never going to play the music we like. Now I can play everyone’s favorites music videos. Thank you Orange Door® I don't know what we would do without you !!!! 
										Eddie Fahmy  
										General Manager Promenade Bar, Grill and Sushi | Long Island & Manhattan, NY 
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										After 25 years in the bar/restaurant business I wish I could have found Orange Door® Music Video years ago! After just a few months of utilizing Orange Door® all I can say is GREAT!!! The ease of installation and set up was flawless. Not only is the video quality exceptional, the vast amount of available music is impressive. If I am unable to find a particular song your support staff is very quick in obtaining it for me and always available for any technical support.



I am now able to set a playlist for any type of event I might have. Orange Door® has taken my DJ operating costs from around $35K a year to $5K. The system is extremely user friendly and I no longer have to monitor the individual taste choices of the DJ's. The customer reaction has been great and we have had extremely positive feedback!! Orange Door® has been one of the greatest additions to our business! Thank you very much!! 
										Mike Fleming 
										Owner Rumerz Sports Bar and Grill | Pittsburgh, PA 
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										Although I have yet to meet any of you at Orange Door® Music Video or even speak with you on the phone, I had to tell you how much I appreciate your products and services. Your videos are awesome. It really is a big part of our concept. Thank you for taking care of our music video solutions and I look forward to working with you for years to come. 
										Scott Paul 
										Franchisee Owner Rock & Brews | Oviedo, FL 
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